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Social media has created
a new career. People who
are paid or given free
products to promote a
company are called:

What percentage of
American adults use at
least one social media
website?

2

Which agency of the
United States has been
involved in establishing
rules regarding net
neutrality?

In 2018 for the first time,
print and TV advertising
were outspent by what
type of advertising?
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4

8

9
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If someone repeatedly
attacks others online,
they are likely to be
labelled as:

Colleges, who punish
it heavily, refer to it as
academic dishonesty:

You post an MP3 copy of
a song on your YouTube
channel for others to
download. The song is
copyrighted and you don’t
own it. Is this legal?

Computer forensic
scientists usually have
a background in what
academic fields?
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What does RSS stand for? What word is used
to describe making,
distributing, or using
bootleg products?

Websites track your visits
through pieces of data
called:

Name one action a user
takes that can result in
a computer becoming
infected with a virus:

The two main categories
of software are:

What is it called when
sensitive information
is taken from a system
without the system
administrator’s consent or
knowledge?

What symbol often
represents an
attachment?

Name one setting in
which you may have to
sign an AUP:

When bullying occurs
electronically it is called:

Name one instance
when a keylogger is not
considered spyware:

Name one device or place
you can use to backup a
computer?

What word should you
look for in an email if you
would like to opt-out?

Name two types of
malware:

25

What are the two media
formats that fit into a
computer’s disk drive?

Name one reason you
might not be able to
get DSL internet in your
home?
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If you have not opted in
to receive an email, but
get it anyway, it is called:

12

Name one digital
medium a scammer may
use to commit social
engineering schemes:

26

You save a file on your
hard drive. The letters
after the file name refer
to:

6

7

1

What makes infographics
so effective?

5

Friday

13

14

In general, websites that
The 2003 federal law that
collect personal data from sets standards for spam
visitors are required to
regulation is called:
have this on the site:

Name one reason you
might need more RAM on
your computer?

The piece of equipment
that brings all parts of
the computer together is
called:

